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Importance of predicting drug clearance pathways 
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Selection of multiple clearance pathways drug 

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
It is essential to predict in vivo drug clearance pathway for the drug development.I would like you to ask the question.There are two candidate drugs. These drug’s pharmacokinetic properties are almost same except for the in vivo clearance pathway.Drug A is only metabolized by enzyme A. By contrast, Drug B 



Problem for the prediction of drug clearance pathway 
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• Drug clearance pathway is not determined only by the 
information whether drug is a substrate for each enzyme and 
transporter! 

Drug X 
Substrate of metabolic enzyme A, 
B, and C by in vitro experiment. 

What is the in vivo major 
clearance pathway? 

・Contribution ratio         
(e.g. RAF method). 

・Prediction of urinary 
excretion ratio. 

・Involvement of hepatic 
uptake transporters 

・Prediction whether drug is 
metabolized for each enzyme. 

・Quantitative estimation of intrinsic 
clearance for each enzyme. 

・ Quantitative estimation of renal 
clearance. 

・ Prediction whether drug is 
substrate for each uptake transporter. 

Requirement of in silico prediction 

Too complex and difficult!! 



Intuitive prediction of drug clearance pathway 
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Experts of pharmacokinetics can roughly predict the clearance 
pathways of drugs only by looking at their structures. 
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Substrate of OATPs…? 

We suppose that experts predict the clearance pathways of drugs using a 
certain characteristic (feature) which represents drug chemical structure   

Charge: anion → a substrate of OATPs? 

Lipophilicity: 
low → renal excretion? 
high → high permeability? 



Strategy of drug clearance pathway prediction 
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HOOC Calculate 4 descriptors (default descriptors) 
• MW (molecular weight; published data) 
• log D (lipophilicity; SciFinder) 
• fup (unbound fraction; ADME boxes) 
• Charge at PH7.0 (ADMET predictor) 

Classification  
system 

CYP3A4 CYP2D6 CYP2C9 OATPs Renal 

？？ 

Establishment of in silico prediction system of major 
drug clearance pathway using 4 chemical descriptors. 

Chemical Structure 



CPathPred ver. 1 (Empirical approach) 
Rectangular Method 
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Kusama M et al., Drug Metab 
Dispos, 38, 1362-70 (2010) 

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
First, we developed major drug clearance pathway prediction system using empirical approach.This approach was named “rectangular method” by me.In fact, when you search the “rectangular method” on internet, different methodology which calculate the definite integral, was hit.Anyway, in this method, first, each compound was divided form change.For each charge, compounds were plotted at the three dimensional space by defininig MW, logD, and fu.Then, we set the upper and lower limit for each parameter for each clearance pathway.This operation seems to make some rectangular in this chemical space.We predict the compound clearance pathway whether this compound contains the rectangular or not.



CPathPred ver. 1 (Empirical approach) 
Classification boundaries 
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Kusama M et al., Drug Metab Dispos, 38, 1362-70 (2010) 
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プレゼンテーションのノート
First, we developed major drug clearance pathway prediction system using empirical approach.This approach was named “rectangular method” by me.In fact, when you search the “rectangular method” on internet, different methodology which calculate the definite integral, was hit.Anyway, in this method, first, each compound was divided form change.For each charge, compounds were plotted at the three dimensional space by defininig MW, logD, and fu.Then, we set the upper and lower limit for each parameter for each clearance pathway.This operation seems to make some rectangular in this chemical space.We predict the compound clearance pathway whether this compound contains the rectangular or not.



CPathPred ver. 2 (Machine learning technique) 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
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Drug 
data 

Renal SVM 

CYP3A4 SVM 

CYP2C9 SVM 

CYP2D6 SVM 

OATP SVM 

The major shallow machine learning technique.  
Create the complex classification boundaries. 

Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Yes or No 
Each SVM perform the 
prediction independently. 

Toshimoto K et al., Drug Metab 
Dispos, 42, 1811-9 (2014) 

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
The rectangular method is easy to understand for us, but the prediction performance was not bad, It’s OK.We try to improve the prediction performance for the clearance pathway prediction.Then, we changed the rectangular method to Support Vector Machine, which was one of the major machine learning teckunique.



Prediction performance 
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No. additional 
descriptor 
CYP3A4: 4 
CYP2D6: 3 
CYP2C9: 2 
Renal: 4 
OATP: 2 

Default 
descriptors 

Greedy feature 
selection 

All (885) 
descriptors 

Rectangular 
method 
Default 4 
descriptors 



Our project (CPathPred 3) 
(1) Expansion of clearance pathway (5→9). 
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(2) Multiple clearance pathways prediction. 

CYP3A4 
CYP2C9 
CYP2D6 
Renal 
OATPs 

CYP3A4 
CYP2C9 
CYP2D6 
Renal 
OATPs 

CYP2C8 
CYP2C19 
CYP1A2 
UGTs 

＋ 

Predict the most major 
clearance pathway (avoid 
the drugs which have 
multiple clearance pathway 
in the training dataset). 

Predict multiple clearance 
pathways (>25% of 
systemic clearance). 



Two-step SVM approach 
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Single-step SVM 
Use one SVM per one clearance 
pathway 

 
 
 
 
 
Use two SVMs per one 
clearance pathway 
1st SVM: predict clearance 
pathway roughly. 
2nd SVM: predict a single 
target clearance pathway.  

Two-step SVM 
Better predictability 



• The purpose of this research is to expand the number 
of clearance pathways (from 5 to 9, with metabolism 
by CYP1A2, CYP2C8, CYP2C19, or UGTs newly 
added) and to evaluate the prediction performance of 
this system. 

 
Plan and methods 
1. Establishment of a prediction system for 9 major 

clearance pathways 
2. Evaluation of the prediction performance 
 

Short summary 
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Before starting my presentation, I would like to thank for 
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